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con-

annex-

this program it:
on the facts
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desirable that
see for themselves, if

of 263. The first
industrial base to the
manufacturers Major

1930 where Gastonia doubled
considerable boom to the

the suburban area

examination
in Gastonia. The function

mobile force with
of those and fire

and fire
an estimated

of such a program the
programs in existence

to determine the feasib
also examines the basic elements

that are essential to successful

Police-Fire Consolidation program
conducted

INTRODUCTION

Gastonia
increase in population.

Gastonia is
the education of key
have spread false

can only be
would be
personnel

athat

covered by the
22.5 square miles
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is to
Consolidated Police-Fire

establish a
in the areas

Between 1950 and

The and
often embroiled in

(.;UU;::'V.!.J.'lCLlk.LUH have been very
as many

of

ations and recorded a 61 6

to ,
what is

fire, , and
ible various cities

solidation program.

The service area
consists of
of ,630

Gastonia was in
textile mi.ll was soon built and has

where Gastoni.a is one of the
~ncr,ease:SI of occurred between

12,871. World War II
local economy with to
of the was



of the the evaluation
outline of the service need of the
n~n~~rm~nrls records for

illustrate the ratio of
18, 1975.

rovides a
Gastonia

the
the

terms of
's
Based

evaluation of
residential use in

Real
Non-Commercial
Personal

Commercial:
Real
Personal

Thus it

in-house
of all fire

rhp5'lp industrial
which can handle

assistance. This
of the commu-

and Commercial
industrial tax base that

indicate there is onlyAs the fJ.MULCi;>

difference between
is clear that the

the cost of
trial base within the

ment ion 0

fires. a summary of fire
s were at industrial plants. A

have in-house systems and trained
fires without the Gastonia Fire
reduced demand for fire service by a

new. The
in the late 1950's

and is
, however,

and fire consolidation is not
ect appears to have been written

in the mid 1970's is
administrators. Even

of the termthere is no

The concep of
of literature on the
and IS. The

attention
accep

from both

of such an
total

results in

Individual and
sound, but

denotes

defined, the
consider

and fire duties.

in different cities.
to all

Since the term is
makes many

all
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on

the

of

can, in

from con
With the

is
forms of consolidation.

------J, or more
mention

has been done to
definition of lie

has
ire services can be

a method of
unit in an

of the two services.
filled with men from the

taken the or
method seems to enhance the

because
customary duties,

This
separa

of selected

most

can accommodate both the
services and the
where they can be more

of
members

and
and

best suited
be
communities.

could conce
services.

of lie
approach to

connotes
In order to refine the

what form of Public
is a summary of the

Selected Area Consolidation
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Function
Nominal Consolidation

Consolidated Service
Partial Consolidation

of a
that retains
Officer

or fire services
recruited
outlook for

of

into one of five

ventional

intensified
consolidation is
all

have the
or may

consolidation

and
conditions~ and tradition. A recent study of

that most consolidate

for the



of unification

as thos
It:is a means of

areas and demonstrates the vE~rl;atili

services to meet the needs of
this instance the consolidation

limitation because its
territories.

a of consolidation in which
are retained, but on or more

have been
the of

administrators, for this offers
rt r">."""" -f r"l'JIil ro
i;:J~.L ..LVUO

t-'h~ /'<1 At:"06L">+-
L.J,.!.,-, \,..",",-V,;;;;.lt;;.O '-

and fire services
PI:uc1e1nce. can be

~A~~.~~ble to the smaller

consolidation merits the mostunification, functional

so
and

codes.
between

board
movement in

one

could serve as a
does not show any

• as presently
by administrators group into

of bureaus that functions related
effective means of protective
exhibited better the other four
solidation means a of public

that is administered a
encompasses > fire, and
It would seem that there isa
these services that
toward unification, but
this direction.

system.

solidated services. This

oper'ation, the

departruerlts, the
with

and fire
could be

consolidated

allow r:ne
opportunity to adjust

d be extendedprogram

p er::; oIllUel.L > and the

In communities with long
creation of a unified
a minimum of friction

after
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salaries,
, and

and the

from the tradi
While custom has
two has
, fire

,
clear
those

Unification has

should consider
Howe.ver, it that

officials and administra-

criminal acts
many citizens,

increased

be attained, a
groups must be made,

gap between the

and

all contribute to
benefits. North Carolina

taw for Public • but
each Geneocal for the last few vears

It may also be surmised that the trend
or be to shorten their work weeks

further

introduced
some
to
will

encounter
benefits, shorter work weeks

urgency for
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pt:e"eJnticm, and tlle Ulu,['e tradi-
such as traffic, crowd control, and arson

A(~c(JrdinE;l), this barrier is no as as it

would seem to
causes of

unamenable to' s

these .facts it may be conc,luded that
and

There is no
form of conSOJ.J.Udl..C:U
er of elements will

to consider some form

activities
of all those

average is
Since 1959, the aver-

age number of safety in has increased
and from indications this rate of will increase

in the years ahead.

some
a
tors

Third, before
tional of

difficult to overcome,
a result of

Second,
and fires have
and the

traditional means of

, crime and
available statistics

the
them

does not have a
lation has been

and has been
for fire
will continue, which

have to be, for the most part, fallible.
merit as an alternative to the method of
services because it the utilization of

tional areas of
inves l.J.l';i::l.l.J..U1J

has been.



in
for

should
effort to seek

6-

ears an has been that
nation have with an intensified

services, is better
from criminal acts. Public officials are now

evaluate their total program~ the of which are diffi-
within the confines of

Because

cult to
limits,



a

is an
compre-

s

in the
toward

noted that if
the

conditions of the
Based upon
manpower

services
and

agency.

PROGRAM

every

that have

PUB IC S

the well aware
increased services, bo in

demand with the financial
effectiveness and in the

in existence in Gastonia
all

limited to ic programs.
process include the collection

the current needs and future needs of
conIDlunit.y. technical and advice from heads

individuals and formal action
Council, and the and

will pursue, and from the
as to their perception of needs and of the effectiveness of all munici

services to be rendered.

is

1.

processes
carried out
of the various

hensive • and evaluation.
these functions is examined with recommendations
the each function in the Gastonia



in the

to be
involved in

to the
with moderate

of
for the program.

for
function

atl.d

data current and
centralized in the office of
and from that leve

staff take on these
Director divides his time

s office, however
of his role.

of
should be

should be directed
is without

the Personnel
and the
are not

a new of Assistant

new activities ass
data collection and

of
ects and activities.

and

the

in but has
It has become

that social and
The

elimi-

could or
.LdULJ.Cl. ' role
tasks or the
also increase
and future

The
increase with the scope and

the Assistant 's role will
to both

It
should do the
and function

whereas
in direct
programs,

in 19;5~~~~~~~~f~~CIJ:~~;~~~~;
Economic Resources, it was stressed

did not the
or from within the
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ment and
more, the
y'ears 1 activit
i"f'l",t-i"" .,,,,-1_ .. "' .... -'-L4 .... ~_44 Ckl.JY

has occurred based

statement
and

discussed with the
tion of all actions to
the heads

of the
the year management

should also be taken
the this form
and Personnel Director would also have

for ture
tration.

should be eliminated or reduced to the level

on
but on the basis of how

should be j
this

what extent
is

1s
it, to

what ways the
enunciated
or unnecessary
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One is the

of
activities. The

the overall

which should be
of the s financial sLatus

revenue. second
of the various

second of
of the

should be taken to the

of duties
assume

to the

and
wish

f the

head to

should establish a schedule of
heads dessiminate information

2. The
every two weeks with
and with each

him with a
major activities

the past month and the
envisioned i~ the month. The manager may

to devise a form to be used all heads
such , but must be reviewed and revised
make certain the desired information is

format for is included in the

heads and 0

ensure that
their internal acti<lities.

the Assistant
Ma,na.ger's Office for information

should4. The
assume
both as to

for
for capital

progress and rate of

5. The
between

described herein will close communication
Mana,ger, the Assistant , and other

staff members. It would be advisable for the
with these members of his staff on a

and to the manager the
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could save the

should
of selected

are in them-

of
year,
is not a
a research

a
have a

visible

s evaluation - th
rbe effectivenessby which managelneI1t

achieve its stated and
ation should influence the

ect for the fiscal
services, programs and eets

trained with
of and the

an
1n the run

undertake t:o
activities, those 1;vhich
selves , and are

the evaluation the
o and staffed.

should

to the citizens of the
Also in terms of

to

The combined of the and fire
for fiscal year 1975-1976 and represents one
tures for in the Both

cleaner
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III ALYSI o I

A.

The Gastonia Police
with three
weeks. The three shifts

SEv'en road

on a three

"'1"\ ~
L.L..J

del1ts.

area covered
with an estimated

consists of
of 49,630 permanent resi-

Chart
allocations q

illustrates the present Q ry'nr t71 re and

tables illustrates the

a
calls,

will be used due to

Part Serious Offense S .. "' .. .I.::>L.l.C::>

Serious Offenses is the classification the
and monitor those crimes that

also the most accurate

Part
Federal Bureau of
pose the most threat to
records t local
Record Division is
system for the purpose of

Part I Offenses
records of all other calls.

Table 1

OVERVIEW OF 19 SERIOUS

Murder 15

3

National

9.7

26.

• C.

16,1

93.3

100,0

~National

80

51

Assault 826

115

1,

2,107

214.2

208.8

1,429.0

2, .0

337.4

71.4

892.0

,308.0

94.4

19.

8.3

14.1

63

27

18

20

Auto Theft 255 460.6 11"1 1
.l.V • .J. 15

SOURCE: 1974 Federal Bureau of Crime Statistics

rate refers to crimes solved
of crime.

arres of

-1 -



1

Sergeant

25

1 1

Captain
Sergeant

Patrolman.



table the perCE~nt

decrease in PART OFFENSES
1975,

+ 5 12

1415

166.67

,43

826 893 + 8.

,424 24 - 12,43

2,107 ,550 + 21.03

255 219 - 14.12
4,745 4,988

TOTAL PERCENT

Criminal Homicide

Assault

Auto Theft

TOTAL OFFENSES

SOURCE: Gastonia Police

Table forv"',,,,,"',"',,'o statistics are drawn from the pr,ec~=di.ngThe
attention:

Criminal Homicide declined 6. in 1975

Forcible was 166, h in 1975.

Robbery Decreased 50.43% 1.n 1975.

Decreased in 1975.

Auto Thefts Decreased ' j
''j t"jO'j in 1975..1.'+ 1.. '" 10

The overall increase in Part I Offenses was 5. in 1975.

-13-



Table 3 shows rates Offenses in the
those of' Gastonia 1970, 197 , 1972,

Carolina foT' available for

Table 3

ACTUAL RATE PER 100,000

Murder 11.1 4 11.1 8 12.8 24 12. 10.6 11.03

12.6 18 14.4 14.2 22 15.46 26 14.38

49.2 100 ,0 62. 160 .01 88.69

.0 302.0 368 325,3 510 ,64 346.93

639.7 ,528 658 1, 618 3 1,568 .05 3,768 1,10 .50

708.6 ,364 752,3 1,390 752.0 1,5 l ,8 • 28 1 500 ,561,69 5 •

Auto Theft 150.6 342 149.0 364 V.8.2 436 160.65 5/.,0 177.09

NOTE: Rate per
The reC'1nrocal

SOURCE: Gastonia Pol:lee and Crime S cat::LS t:~es 1970-74,



)

,580

,367

697,

1,

1,623,247

$

has increased

and Police

Table 4

of Gas
"'h4~ ~~_~
\-.LJ• ..t.- 0 0 CllUC::

1973

- 1975

1971

1970 - 1971

-15-

1972

1973 - 1974

1975 - 1976

table reflects the total for the ~aSL()nl

The Law Enforcement Administration Assistance
included in the total amount.

or 5;0 3% in
Since 1970

SOURCE:

49,
Part I Serious Offenses
Gastonia Police has been U~.~~"E

their clearance the
and clearances for 1975,



59

.08

2 75.

-0-

,090

2,191

- 172

- 3, 11

are rounded.

1975 CRIME

Police
of

of 43% in
also
also be

Records.

14

8 6

57 17

Of)') 678O::JJ

1,247 157

? c;c;n "cn
_,~-'v JJ:7

219 47

4, 1,273

- B & E

CRI~m COMPARISONS BY OFFENSES AND CLEARANCES

TOTAL

Table

1975 CRIME

Nurder

Motor Vehicle Theft

NOTE: rate perc,enit:a~~es

SOURCE: Gastonia Police

to
represents

five years. Tnis in
in the past few years,

grants were used to In
six grants from L.E.A.A. The
grants and their use.



t

$

the
invest-i

TS estimates,
increased

t

Patrolman

Detectives

2 PatLUJ.'ttdU

6 Cadets

Gaston,ia Police

TOTAL POLICE BUDGET 19 76

TOTAL L.E.A.A. FUNDS 1975-1976

Cadet

Crime Prevention

Tactical Unit
Enforcement

Detective

1

10-524

10-523

Table 6

BUDGET

10-526

SOURCE:

The L.E.A.A.
the focus of the were
for officers to combat the
ment has a workload in
five years and have been forced to shift duties
force in order to maintain a d response time.
rences serious crimes has forced the more

to functions due to the increased workload of
mand and the time to a rn~¥'~",n~

The results have been, the
the force is lIon

This leaves a minimal

The force is the backbone of the
unit of the distributed

in continual contact with the citizens of the The
force includes all functions; the more,

division, the less need there i.s for the other, more

crimes



be noted
popu

annexes
have

should not be considered
accurate index of how many

of
ratio is if the crime

the total
the citizens

The p ected
present ratio of

the sworn
officers However, if
average ratio of similiar cities

rate then this would
officers for a sworn U.L.L..L.I..<:a

To maintain the present
would resul

cost of $80,000. This
costs for

$100,000. The
tain the present level of

of crime
the officer ratio to 2.2

this would additional eStimated
an of
total ,000.

manpower needed to meet
constant. 1 the

or increases in crime est~mates



to

-1

E.

It appea':t:'s the
,",,1:i1:iV~-,-a.I."J.U'111S

Schedule is a means
ences to their fire defenses
measure the ef~~'~~'~lH_)

rather the of hazard
fires. IS

to actual fire loss.
can be used for new fire station
tribution of men and. but
administration,





all the

OF FIF..E

may
for the

standars are
of the numerous factors,

affect it.

of these tandards are:
estimate of the rate at which

the kinds of
based
avaHabie

on
used as ,

the basic

in
considered to be fire loss,

to risk involved,
loss per fire and

unless

is

PI~OI)e:rtv,
,000 valuation.

The

Alarms that involved fires were 5 .5%

33.0% of the alarms did not have a fire.

17.0% were service calls.

9.0% were false alarms.

7.0% were still alarms.

The use of
admir.tis trat.ion.

organ1.zational uni and

burnable

is considered. One

considered,

Measures of service
tration when the effort

The most
based on an

water to deal
minimum number of

firemen needed to
of , based
standards should be

will



for
however. the

record of
noted is often

last
all
1970

Ie due to lack

12% the total fire
"HllaJ.J.""", t

all the other

7.
5.0%

of the
of ",.-""arT"

does not
the records

reflect actual fire

have remained
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Mercantile fires
Industrial fires

total fire loss in dollars is
fire records.

Fire De.pa.rtment
examination

and does not

Residential fires account
1086 fires out of

First examined are those alarms that involved
upon 1970 - 74 fire data.

"iT~*""v"r"'

Y'I,';;QJ..O.

This
1974.
of

calls for the five year
amount of fires there is
present data collection Rv~t~m

account a
not recorded in present

account for 13% of the fire alarms,

an
Gastonia
and upon
arb

calls in the last five years. While
OI I1res. iL represents the most
calls. The breakdown of each is as

~:;;~~~~~~;-~~~~~g~~~~account for

is the
and

follows:



Table 7

Calls

CALLS



The total
combat

and
for

from
$171,000 in additional salaries.
does not include or

thousand

any assurances that with an
that the additional manpower will

and

chart of the
the

there is litt:le

stations with a fire
to a ratio of 1.4 fireman

that an
twelve additional

81 officers,
to 1.63 officers per thousand With
of 54,639 in ~ 88 officers will be needed to

the fire

It is in the
additional fire station be constructed that will
firemen and would increase the total fire

maintain the current ratio
ected an

force of 69 to 88 would equal
This expense would be for salaries
additional fire stations and does
increase in ratio of to
maximize fire

The officers still view their jobs as related to line duties
traditional role of the firemen. The carried out do

or skills. some
a program for fire administration a local

for to the Gastonia
The f S administrative functions lack

implem,enta,tj,on whereas the outside received officers would
the for The overall lack of

is evident and is reflected

-23-

t is axiomatic that there must be men to put fire
into effective use. are needed to a line of
hose in service.

One is needed to a pump, a foreman, 80

pumper a minimum of five men. In districts
where or the it is recommended that the
numerical s.trength of be further increased. The
present for a company of men at three of the

stations is have ~ manned company of four firemen. When
is on on sick leave or absent from the normal shift,

no man to the absent fireman and, , the
often with only firemen. Additional is pro-

the Central Station to the stations,

a
there is
company
vided



a com=

train-

has
program

in Standard
received on

in
man company. This situ-
in t:he

-24-

of the
ended and the results justified the program.

manned fire stations is

of Wins LU.U-vc1.U::11l

49,630) may be
preparation the of Winston-Salem

Winston-Salem was able to
consolidation because

process which the
had continuous

This

the tUnston-Salem Public
program. The trainees

The curriculum st:resses all
criminal law, arrest procedures,
tactics and records. This
basic school. On

trainees are then enrolled in
all of modern fire

instruction is
are to assist a

time all of
of minor criminal offenses, foot

enforcement of traffic laws and of
program the trainees

a
a
but
its

to

a Public
and evaluate
program were
program once the trial



urban areas.
suburban commun.it:iesPublic "''''''''-C'_l

Durham is

The Durham

I .

Clifton

WhUea

The a
that have some form of

In
cities,
that have enabled these



but
the

a
the Fire

An
and at

of all

but not much

lost their
safety officers.

who a little
or else
a form of

the fire

of the

assist in
shouldn

receive initial

officers
officers.

of town
all infractions

programs
incidence of crime
of ~ndus ,commerce

citizens of all
of low and mr\rl~,~~,r

is balck.
program now has Llle

and law enforcement
t of the areas in which

-26-

the

tained

all

Durham s
and law enforcement

In
f defense

The levels of are
assistant fire chief is in command at

Fact:

Fact:



in

program
number

A law
experts

the Council's
with

firemen volun-

-2

the
the
Durham Council voted the
into effect over the intense
of firemen and a
firm was

teered

were

Chief and

order to make
officers lt1:Lll

Durham s



art-

GCE SAGEMENT

C S

T

a trained, full time fireman

Two as that a Ie for
consolidation in successful

Colorado and Peoria, Illinois

The program ~Tas

L First, districts did not coincide with distrIcts in which
fire duties were ass This led to difficulties in es l-Cl.U.L.L01LLUF;

response times.

to
lS that the

Peoria, Illinois,
1962. The basic

trained within

In 1971 a
recommended

of
ments.

The P
increased to Peoria
period of 1950 - 1969 a
of losses within a year on the

indicated these losses had ae increased
the existence of the Increased losses were related to the

factors:

ON March 12, the first
of the of the
and his staff were held to



role
fire

morale

or retired

the
staff

or deviation
both and

alternatives to achieve
program was evaluated

of Boulder has
is noticeable in three areas.

cost and
the

of districts
team

incident:.

assisted in
After two years, the

that the

was intended
pay because

all
increase in pay, In

pay increase

1968 the
titled the Public

program, three firemen
and were restricted

services. The

resentment

2. Second
enable

of a pumper

the first few years of
t~lithout

Boulder, Colorado. In

3, Thi
of pers
increased
and a
for a

4. Fourth~ the effect of all these fae
of firemen.

7. Seventh, it became evident
Council was to

of service,

5. Fifth, evaluation
and the effectiveness of

6.

Under this
of fire

ment to fire victims.

1969 all
aid to fire victims. This
and which were to be
arrived on the scene.

-29-

the programs objectives.
Results of the evaluation

The program was initiated
became one of response, location the

Ld~~Vllb, and crowd and
officers returned to their normal duties when the ab
no

The program was
manager's office Ie for

and program progress
from desired results were
fire personnel



fire

administration is
in the past two decades~

more

Second,
wnile taristics

area. the Boulder Fire
better traffic

effective

In Boulder, the
of the

It should be noted that
di.fferent in terms duties and
the should

Peoria
as a the

in both the
lacked evaluation and melni.tcrring
structure to be flexible

with
and



took part in
performance, standards,

a positive
and

must be considered
the Public

the to assist in
and increase the level of

to and other cities
there was little
program, even at the initial

contributed to the overall accessible man2LgE,mELnt

meIlts.

be
in Boulder.

All

-31-



the

VI. GONGL US 10

The success or failure of a Public
and diverse variables, hut the

of the government and the
management proces. Without j causes one
is that the of Gastonia .has a

of the The net results

-32-

a

years had led to a
procedures, and any form
ment, '[AmiIe
the accumulative

"structure of separate
In the case of the fire

of Gastonia has an exce
process. The

has laid the initial
in the recommendation section of

to all in
of c services

essential to maximize present and future
demand. The successful

will also be linked to a
to the of the program.



APPEN IX

FO~~T FOR MONTHLY

TO:

Name .of Head, Title

SUBJECT: Month

list those itemsA. SUMMARY
should be briou~~ht

section of
be found.)

L

to tIle
additional

2.

3.

4.

B. M1'tJOR DEPARTI1ENTAL ACTIVITIES OF PAST I10NTH
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E. PROBLENS ANTICIPATED NEXT MONTH AND

'J
..J.

2.

3,

4

3.

2.

4,

4.

F. STATUS OF TASKS

D. MAJOR



OOTN ES

L

2, Division
Resources, June,

3, More,
Charles C,

4

5, OPUii~LJ.on Estimates far
Office of State

rth Carolina
N, C, L,

6, Division of

7, and
loc, cit" p, 10.

Assistance.

of the II, ,

8. Information Sel:vice,
1140 Connecticut Ave., N,W.,
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